The development of the unsteady wake of transport aircraft under stall conditions and its impact on the empennage is challenging to predict and the flow physics is far from being understood. In the European ESWI RP project time-resolved PIV (TR-PIV) measurements on the separated wake of the NASA Common Research Model (CRM) were performed in the cryogenic European Transonic Windtunnel (ETW) for flight Reynolds number conditions supplemented by aerodynamic measurements for a great variety of inflow conditions. In the TR-PIV measurements both, low-speed stall (M∞ = 0.25, Re = 11.6 / 16.5M) and high-speed stall (M∞ = 0.85, Re = 19.8 / 30M) were considered and the frequency resolution was as high as 1 kHz enabling a sufficient characterization of the turbulent wake spectrum. Further hybrid RANS/LES simulations were performed for selected low-and high-speed stall conditions. In the present paper the numerical results are discussed and compared to the experiments and first evaluations of the PIV data are presented. 
I. Introduction
low about transport aircraft at the limits of the flight envelope is characterized by massive separation from the wing. The separated wake is highly unsteady and can have a decisive impact on the aerodynamics and effectiveness of the empennage and can excite structural eigenmodes of the tailplane. The development of the unsteady wake and its interaction with the tail represent complex phenomena that are little explored to date. Knowledge about the effects, however, is important to further increase the safety of future aircraft generations and the availability of adequate and specifically validated numerical methods is desired to obtain information about the aircraft's behavior at stall conditions prior to expensive flight tests. Scale resolving numerical methods are basically candidates to examine the unsteady development of separated turbulent wakes and to obtain more insight into the complex flow physics. But so far these methods were mainly applied to simulate the separated flow about simplified geometries like airfoil sections or isolated wings and many of the numerical studies were performed for relatively small Reynolds numbers.
Transonic buffet of airfoils is characterized by periodic shock oscillations and the associated pressure fluctuations are imposed to the wake. For 3D wings of aircraft the buffet phenomenon is much more complex and an interaction between the three-dimensional oscillating shock front and separation zones pulsating in spanwise direction can be observed 1 . The resulting wake spectrum is broadband and does not show distinct tonal content known from 2D buffet. 1 Although detailed numerical and experimental research on 2D buffet have been performed only few studies on buffet, shock-induced separation and wake development past 3D aircraft have been published so far. 1, 2, 3, 4 The separated wake at low Mach number and high angle of attack is characterized by occurrence of large turbulent structures and a broadband spectrum both, for airfoils and three-dimensional wing configurations. There are many investigations on flow separation from airfoils and wings 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 and dedicated experiments are available to verify numerical methods with regard to prediction of pressure distribution, boundary layer development and separation. But there are only few studies on the development of the separated wake and its spectrum downstream of the trailing edge. 14, 15 Experimental investigations on the development of the unsteady wake flow field are limited to measurements on airfoils at low Reynolds number. 16 The fundamental lack in time-resolved experimental data of separated wakes past aircraft configurations and its use to the validation of different classes of numerical methods motivated the present study. Dedicated wake measurements were performed in the ESWI RP project (European Strategic Wind Tunnels Improved Research Potential) funded by the European Commission in the 7 th framework programme (www.eswirp.eu). The objective of this project was to enhance specific testing capabilities of three large European wind tunnels and enable trans-national access to these facilities for scientific studies. This provided the unique chance for research institutions and universities to demonstrate new measuring techniques and to perform relevant scientific measurements that would otherwise not be affordable. In total three workshops were held to discuss and coordinate proposals for measuring tasks and to form consortia. The final experiments for the three facilities were selected by a review process. Four consortia with more than 100 scientists from 17 different countries were involved in the selected test campaigns that were meanwhile successfully completed. In the ONERA-S1MA facility, which is the largest transonic wind tunnel in the world, fundamental measurements on the characteristics of turbulence developing downstream a grid of 10m diameter were conducted. The large subsonic facility of the German-Dutch Wind Tunnels (DNW-LFF) was used to perform detailed aerodynamic and acoustic measurements on a rotor. The pressurized cryogenic European Transonic Windtunnel (ETW) facility finally served to conduct time-resolved Particle Image Velocimetry (TR-PIV) wake measurements which are the core of the present study.
The ETW tests were proposed and prepared by a consortium of partners from six different countries with ONERA (Aerospace Research Center) from France as project leader, University of Stuttgart and DLR (German Aerospace Center) from Germany, TsAGI (Central Aerohydrodynamic Institute) from Russia, ICAS (Institute of Thermomechanics) and VZLU (Aerospace research and test establishment) from Czech Republic, VKI (von Karman Institute for Fluid Dynamics) from Belgium and UCAM (University of Cambridge). The tests would not have been possible without significant effort and contributions by NASA who provided the Common research model (CRM) wind tunnel model. The CRM represents a generic transonic transport aircraft configuration with publicly available geometry. 17 This model was selected to ensure that the results of the present campaign can be exploited by a broad community for flow physics studies and code validation purposes. Tests on this model were already performed in the NASA National Transonic Facility (NTF) and 11 ft wind tunnels and the results represent the basis for the last AIAA Drag Prediction Workshops (DPW). 11, 18 Prior to the test campaign steady and unsteady Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS) computations were performed to define the requirements for the PIV measuring technique in terms of spatial and temporal resolution and to identify wake domains of interest. 19 The calculations served further to define the final test matrix that included both, high-speed as well as low-speed stall conditions. Besides TR-PIV wake studies, detailed wall interference measurements were conducted in the same test campaign and first evaluations are discussed by Gorbushin. 20 Furthermore, aerodynamic and deformation measurements on the CRM were taken for a broad range of inflow conditions. Comparative aeroelastic CFD/CSD calculations are presented by Keye. 21 Some of the test conditions were intentionally chosen consistent to tests in the NASA NTF and 11 ft wind tunnels to provide the unique chance to cross-check the results obtained on the same public model in different facilities. A first comparison and discussion of the results is given by Rivers, Rudnik and Quest. 22 Besides preparatory numerical studies to define an appropriate test campaign 19 considerable effort was spent to adapt and test the TR-PIV set-up to ensure highly resolved measurements under cryogenic conditions. 23 The ETW tests were finally successfully conducted in February 2014. After completion of the tests the obtained measurement data were evaluated and qualified including comparisons to steady and unsteady numerical simulations and cross-checks to NASA wind tunnel data.
The present paper gives an overview on the ETW tests, the applied measuring technique and comparative numerical simulations as well as first discussions on the wake flow physics. Sec. 2 describes the experimental set-up with an outline of the TR-PIV measuring technique and a summary of the test conditions considered in the ETW campaign. The numerical set-up used for the hybrid RANS/Large Eddy Simulations (LES) of the present study is discussed in Sec. III.. In the following section IV. numerical results for one selected low-speed and one high-speed stall condition are discussed and compared to the measurements. The discussion also includes first evaluations of the unsteady TR-PIV wake data and a discussion of the unsteady wake characteristics.
II. ESWI RP Test Campaign in the ETW

A. The European Transonic Windtunnel (ETW)
For the time-resolved PIV measurements of the ESWI RP project, the pressurized cryogenic ETW facility was used. Some facts are given in this section to get an overview of the facility. More detailed information is presented by Hefer. 24 The ETW is a Closed Return Wind Tunnel (Göttingen type) and can be operated with slotted or solid walls in a Mach number range from 0.15 to 1.35. The Reynolds number is set by a combination of the temperature (110 to 313 K) and the pressure (115 to 450 kPa). The dimensions of the test section are 2.4 m x 2 m x 9 m (width x height x length) and the length of the aerodynamic circuit is 142 m. The test gas of the wind tunnel facility is nitrogen, which is injected liquidly by nozzles.
Some parts of the wind tunnel (setting chamber, slotted test section and 2 nd throat area) are built within a plenum of 10 m diameter to minimize wall interference as shown in Fig. 1 . Inside the plenum, the physical values (pressure, temperature, density) are close to the static gas conditions during the tunnel operation. This causes some challenges in positioning the sensitive test equipment in this particular environment as discussed in section II.C. Generally, full scale models or half models can be used in the ETW. For the ESWI RP test campaign, a full scale model of the CRM was chosen, which is described in the following section. 
B. CRM Wind Tunnel Model
The Common Research Model (CRM) provided by NASA has been used during the present tests. The model was designed for AIAA's 4 th DPW 17 and represents a generic commercial transport aircraft configuration. The aircraft has a low mounted supercritical wing with a design Reynolds number of 40 million (based on the mean aerodynamic chord c = 0.189 m) and a Mach number of 0.85. The leading edge is swept by 35°, the aspect ratio is 9. The wing span The horizontal tailplane is adjustable and can be set at different incidence angles. The 0° configuration was mounted for all measurements in the present campaign. The model wing can be equipped with simple flow-through nacelles, however these have not been used here to avoid additional interferences. In the wind tunnel the CRM was mounted on a blade sting which enters the model shell where usually a rudder is installed (see Fig. 2 ). The fin is connected to the support sting via an adapter. In terms of wind tunnel support effects the blade sting arrangement is preferable for high angles of attack. 
C. TR-PIV System and Set-Up
The wake measurements were performed by DLR using the time-resolved PIV measurement technique. To realize the application of a PIV system under cryogenic conditions in the ETW, several modifications had to be done concerning suitable tracer particles, control of beam deflection, placement of optical components and assurance of their functionality under cryogenic conditions and optical effects at high pressures and low temperatures. To give a brief glimpse of the preparations for the tests, the selection of tracer particles is given. Due to the porous walls of the ETW, the usage of oil particles, applied successfully in the DNW-KKK (Cryogenic Wind Tunnel) facility in Cologne under cryogenic conditions, was not possible. Ice tracer particles are used instead. The application of ice particles was tested previously in the Pilot ETW (PETW) † † to ensure the requested particle size of 1μm and test the complex behavior of particle formation. More detailed information concerning the tracer generation and the adaptation of the components are described by Konrath. 23 The general arrangement of the optical components of the time-resolved PIV set-up is shown in Fig. 3 . The camera and the light sheet box are mounted on the outer wall of the test section within the plenum. As cryogenic conditions are also present in the plenum, the camera is covered by a purpose-built heated box to prevent damage due to the extreme cryogenic conditions. However, the laser is located in the non-cryogenic region outside the pressure vessel. This is due to difficulties operating a powerful pulse laser within heated boxes placed in the plenum. 25, 26 Installing the laser outside causes a complex laser beam guidance given in Fig. 3 by a green line. The laser beam is passing several windows and mirrors before entering the test section. All mirrors located in the cryogenic region of the wind tunnel can be adjusted from the control room to enable corrections of the laser set-up during the test phase and avoid a very expensive warm-up of the wind tunnel during the tests.
The optical components consist of a LEE LDP-200MQG high-speed laser providing a pulse energy of 10 mJ and a pco.dimax HS 4 CMOS camera assuring a sampling frequency of 2 kHz for a time period of 6.25 s. A detailed description and explanation of the components is discussed by Konrath. 23 All mentioned components meet the requirements defined in preparatory studies. The determination of the required temporal and spatial resolution was based † † The Pilot ETW is a small-scale Version of the ETW on URANS simulations of the CRM performed by Lutz et al. 19 A temporal resolution of 1 kHz was deemed sufficient to obtain relevant information of the wake characteristics in low-speed and high-speed conditions. The chosen spatial resolution of 1mm is based on the integral length scales of the URANS calculations, which indicate an average length scale of 10mm in the near wake region. 
D. ETW Tests and Flow Conditions
The test campaign was set up with several goals in mind, wake measurements being one of them. Measurements at Re = 5M and Re = 19.8M were performed to enable a comparison to existing data from NTF and the Ames 11 ft tunnel. Force measurements were taken for all inflow conditions by continuously sweeping through the entire angle of attack range. For deformation measurements the model was held at 7 pitch positions per polar, obtaining data over the angle of attack range at predetermined intervals. Static pressure distributions were measured on the wing and HTP surfaces as well as on the wind tunnel walls during all runs.
The force measurement data have been corrected for wall interference. A far field correction has been applied to account for buoyancy effects of the model mounting. But a complete correction for the specific support system used in this campaign has not been performed. This would require additional test runs with the ETW Twin Sting Rig (TSR). Using the TSR, measurements with and without a dummy rear sting can be performed to analyze the influence of the rear sting on the loads and pressure values of the rear fuselage. 29 These additional test runs with the TSR were not feasible in the given time frame. However, the support influence based on the farfield corrections needs to be taken into account when comparing the data to computational results without consideration of support effects. A thorough discussion on the aerodynamic measurements in comparison to the results obtained in the NASA wind tunnels is given by Rivers, Rudnik and Quest. 22 Wake measurements took place at M∞ = 0.25 and M∞ = 0.85 at stall conditions caused by high angles of attack. Due to time constraints, PIV measurements were performed at only two (M∞ = 0.25) respective three (M∞ = 0.85) different angles of attack. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) calculations were used to gain an understanding of the wake position in order to determine appropriate locations of the PIV windows. 19 For each flow condition two different streamwise positions were examined with the axis of the PIV plane being oriented parallel to the tunnel centerline (compare Fig. 12 ). The first window near the wing trailing edge was positioned to characterize the wake flow immediately after the separation. The second plane was located further downstream to examine the development of the unsteady wake. At M∞ = 0.85 and Re = 30M two sets of measurement positions were obtained, at 35% and 54% of the half span.
Issues with the ice particle seeding emerged during the low-speed runs at M∞ = 0.25 and Re = 17.2M. Very few particles could be detected in large regions of the PIV plane at 25% half span, which reduces the quality of the resulting data. Therefore the total pressure was reduced from 445 kPa to 303 kPa as a remedy yielding a lower Reynolds number of 11.6M, measurements were taken at 54% half span at this operating point.
All runs were performed with the horizontal tailplane fixed at 0° incidence. No transition fixing was used except for the low Reynolds number cases at Re = 2.94M and 5M, where turbulators were placed at 10% of the chord. The runs and the corresponding measurement data are listed in Table 1 . 
III. Numerical Set-Up
A. Flow Solver and Turbulence Models
For all numerical simulations presented in this paper the unstructured finite-volume solver TAU (version 2012.2.0 and 2014.1.0) developed by DLR has been used. 30 This code is able to handle hybrid meshes consisting of structured and unstructured cell types. The grid was split for parallel computation using the graph partitioner Chaco version 2.2. 31 The hybrid meshes are transformed to cell vertex grid meshes prior to the calculations. A lower-upper symmetric Gauss-Seidel (LU-SGS) scheme with dual time stepping has been applied to consider the unsteady behavior of the flow field. To assure moderate numerical dissipation of small-scale structures, a central scheme combined with matrix dissipation has been applied for the discretization of the convective fluxes. The CFL (Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy) number of the implicit pseudo time discretization was set to 2. In the present study simulations applying scale-resolving models were performed for two exemplary flow conditions where TR-PIV data are available (compare Sec. II.D.). One high speed case (Re = 30M, M∞ = 0.85, α = 4.5°) and one low-speed stall case (Re = 11.6M, M∞ = 0.25, α = 18°) was selected and the numerical model was adapted to the respective flow condition.
For the transonic conditions examined, a new hybrid RANS/LES model, which is called Automated Zonal DES (AZDES), was applied. The name AZDES is based on its formal relationship with zonal Detached Eddy Simulations (DES). The model was recently developed within a doctoral dissertation at the Institute of Aerodynamics and Gas Dynamics, University of Stuttgart (IAG) and is briefly described as follows: A URANS simulation is being performed in advance to derive a turbulent length scale from the modeled turbulent quantities. A user defined threshold of this length scale is used in AZDES mode to split the flow domain into DES and RANS areas. Additionally a part of the flow field below a certain wall distance is assigned as RANS region, too. The LES/RANS blending, which is active in the DES domain, is prevented from penetrating the RANS parts. This is important to keep RANS modeling inside the boundary layer especially in the transonic cases, where the interaction of shock movement and separation is very sensitive to modeling of the boundary layer. Actually a Delayed DES is carried out in the DES designated region. A Reynolds stress model is used both as turbulence model in the RANS mode and as subgrid scale model in the LES mode here. The SSG/LRR (Speziale-Sarkar-Gatski/Launder-Reece-Rodi) 32 model is applied to estimate the redistribution of turbulent energy by the pressure-rate-of-strain tensor. Whereas the dissipation tensor in the Reynolds stress transport equations can be taken to be isotropic under the high-Re conditions, the simple gradient-diffusion model suggested by Shir 33 is utilized for the pressure transport and convective fluxes. Menter's BSL ω equation is supplying the length scale variable. The same Reynolds stress model set-up was used in the preparatory URANS simulation for length scale calculation.
For the low-speed calculations a regular Delayed DES (DDES) is employed as implemented in the TAU code. The turbulence is treated by the one-equation model by Spalart and Allmaras. 34 As laminar flow regions are expected very small at the high Reynolds numbers and the separation at the wing is turbulent, no tripping was applied during the cryogenic wind tunnel tests. In the simulation of the high-speed case a transition line was prescribed at 3% of the chord, whereas all low-speed simulations were conducted fully turbulent.
The physical time steps in the dual time stepping scheme are adjusted to the prevailing cell size in the wake part of the mesh by the relationship Δt = Δ/U∞ to minimize numerical dissipation in the propagation of small scale structures. This yields a time step size of 3.95 μs in the high-and 34.6 μs in the low-speed case, which corresponds to approximately 0.3% and 1% of a convective time scale, respectively (based on the aerodynamic mean chord and freestream velocity). The number of inner iterations was set to 55 for high-and 100 for low-speed simulations, paying attention to the convergence inside each physical time step. Both hybrid RANS/LES simulations were started from unsteady RANS solutions. The averaging and recording of flow variables was not started until the integral coefficients showed a statistically constant behavior. Under the high-speed conditions 15,000 physical time steps were taken into account for the unsteady analyses, corresponding to 55 convective time scales based on the reference chord of the wing. In the low-speed stall case 6000 time steps were analyzed, which is 60 times the convective time. A 3v multigrid cycle was used in all high-speed simulations for convergence acceleration. During low-speed simulations a 5w cycle was employed.
B. Computational Meshes and Consideration of Wing Deformation
To generate the computational grids the commercial software Gridgen (version 15.18) by Pointwise Inc. was applied. Starting with the boundary layer, hexahedral and prism blocks were extruded from the surface grids of fuselage, wing and empennage. The boundary layer mesh consists of 60 layers. To enable high quality simulations with the Reynolds stress turbulence models, all meshes provide a dimensionless wall distance of the first point of y1+ = 0.5 for their specific range of flow conditions. Adaptation of the local boundary layer mesh parameters is achieved by introducing strips of hexahedral cells in between the prism blocks (see Fig. 4 for the high-speed case mesh). Further structured grid blocks are employed wherever the local surface curvature in combination with a high boundary layer thickness would lead to prism cells of poor quality when extruded. This holds for the leading and trailing edges of the wing and tailplane, their tips and the rear part of the fuselage. In the wing-body and tailplane-body junctions structured blocks along the corner were introduced. They allow a very good resolution of the complex three-dimensional flow in this area. 35 This way the typical problems of hybrid mesh generating are omitted which are a chopping and squeezing of prism cells towards the corner to avoid collapsed cells on the one hand and the fixed dependency between wallnormal and surface grid resolutions of intersecting walls on the other hand. Using the structured blocks the boundary layer resolution can be controlled all the way into the corner. Also the resolutions and heights of the two intersecting boundary layer meshes are decoupled entirely. Figure 5 shows the junction of two prism layers with different growth rates and the boundary layer refinement in the wing-body junction, respectively. The far-field region is discretized by tetrahedra and the distance from the model to its outer boundary amounts to 25 wingspans. In sensitive regions, for example in the vicinity of the expected shock system on the upper surface of the wing, highly resolved tetrahedral regions were introduced. It shall be noted that fin and support are not considered in the present numerical set-up, neither for the high-speed nor for the low-speed case mesh.
Additional adaptation of the meshes is necessary for the AZDES method applied for the high-speed stall simulations. To get a higher resolution of the separation area on the wing, the prism and hexahedral blocks were replaced by a single hexahedral block of 566 x 154 x 81 cells on the wing suction side. Additionally, the wake between wing and horizontal tailplane was refined using adaptation based on turbulent length scales. To achieve a spatial resolution of 3% of the reference chord solely tetrahedral cells were applied. In total, the fitted mesh for high-speed conditions consists of 27 million points for the half model.
A slightly different approach has been used for the construction of the low-speed DES wake grid. A hexahedral block was placed between the wing and the horizontal tailplane, see Fig. 6 . Its extents and dimensions were chosen with the goal of capturing the entire wing wake at angles of attack of up to 18°. The required height and shape were determined based on steady simulations and URANS studies using a mesh without special wake refinement. From former studies a wake grid cell size of 1% c proved sufficient to capture the necessary effects. 36 Since the focus of the wake investigations lies on possible impacts on the horizontal tailplane, the wake mesh block only extends to the spanwise PIV measurement position (with some offset), reducing grid points and computational costs. The total computational node count is about 46 million for the half model. A main aspect in limiting the mesh size is the usage of half models in the numerical studies. As no yaw angle is applied, the freestream flow is symmetrical, which is a necessary condition. However, under stall conditions one should also bear in mind, that the separation usually does not appear exactly symmetric on both wings. Also the circulation change due to separation on one wing will influence the flow at the other wing. In the wind tunnel the side force on the (full) model was recorded but the magnitude was negligible small for the present flow condition.
Static wing deformation caused by aerodynamic loads in the wind tunnel was considered in the present simulation set-up. A detailed study of the wing deformation effects on the CRM was published by Rivers, Hunter and Campbell. 37 Prior to the ETW test campaign, Keye, Brodersen, Eisfeld and Rivers 38 performed coupled CFD/CSD calculations for the CRM configuration to obtain wing deformation at high-speed (M∞ = 0.85) conditions. The bend and twist distributions were calculated for flow conditions specified for the 5 th AIAA DPW, reflecting conditions occurring in the NTF at a Reynolds number of 5 million. The dynamic pressure in the ETW when operating at Re = 30M is higher than in the NTF case, leading to increased aerodynamic loads. This was taken into account for the present set-up of the high-speed case, assuming proportionality between the dynamic pressure and both, bend and twist. The bend and twist distributions predicted this way provided a very good agreement to the deformations finally measured by the SPT system during the ETW campaign that was conducted after completion of the present high-speed case simulation, see Fig. 7 .
Figure 7. Spanwise distribution of bend (dashed) and twist (solid), high (left) and low-speed case (right).
The discrete bend and twist data are used to construct polynomial functions for the spanwise distributions of these values. The resulting polynomials are in turn used to deform the baseline grid, maintaining the original topology. The grid in the immediate vicinity of the wing is rotated and displaced without deforming the cells near the wall. This preserves the boundary layer resolution and avoids manual changes to the grid.
For the low-speed stall the simulations were performed after the test campaign and the computational grid was adapted to reflect the measured deformations. However, as the SPT system was not active during the runs at reduced Reynolds number, some scaling due to altered q/E was again necessary. The resulting spanwise distribution is shown in Fig. 7 .
IV. Results
A. Forces and Wing Pressure Distributions
The following section provides a first insight into data validation by comparing the present simulation results to the experimental data obtained in the ETW. Force coefficients and pressure distributions for several sections on the wing are presented and discussed for the low-speed and the high-speed case, respectively. Comparisons of the ETW data to NTF and Ames 11 ft results are elaborately discussed by Rivers, Rudnik and Quest. 22 Starting with the high-speed case, Fig. 8 shows a comparison of measured and predicted polar data for lift (left), drag (middle) and pitching moment (right). All force coefficients are valid for a Mach number of M∞ = 0.85 and a Reynolds number of Re = 30M. The measured data (run No. 153 of the ETW tests) are plotted as a solid line. The buoyancy far-field support correction mentioned in Sec. II.D is included in the depicted experimental data. The square shows the time-averaged result of an unsteady simulation using the AZDES with the SSG/LLR Reynolds stress turbulence model (compare Sec. III.A.) for α = 4.5°, which is the flow condition discussed in more detail in the next section. As described in Section III.B. the predicted wing deformation was considered, whereas the support system was not included in this simulation.
Comparing the CFD data and the wind tunnel results, slight deviations can be observed for lift and moment coefficients (ΔCL = 0.03 resp. ΔCM = 0.03), whereas predicted and measured drag are in excellent agreement. The lift deviations may be attributed to neglecting of the support in the simulations or to insufficient consideration of the detailed support impact by application of the simplified support correction to the experimental data. A more detailed discussion on the impact of support and wing deformation is given by Rivers et al. 37 It shall be mentioned that also in the evaluation of the numerical results of the 5 th DPW a growing spread in the predicted lift and moment coefficients with increasing angle of attack was observed. 18 The low-speed case measurements were taken for an angle of attack range up to 18°. The lift coefficient (Fig. 9  left) shows a linear increase with angle of attack up to CL,max which is achieved at approximately 12°. Above this value a pronounced decrease of lift occurs, accompanied by a marked increase in drag (Fig. 9 middle) . At angles of attack above 15° a second stage of flow separation occurs, indicated by more abrupt changes in lift, drag and pitching moment. This behavior is caused by local separation phenomena occurring over different parts of the wing. The separation starts in the wing tip region at CL,max, and expands abruptly over the entire wing at above 16° incidence. The two-stage stall mechanism which seems to be characteristic for the CRM wing at low Mach numbers was already predicted by Gansel, Illi, Krimmer, Lutz and Krämer. 15 At very high angles of attack the entire wing flow is separated, in this region an increase of  yields a drag increase without a significant lift augmentation. As in the high-speed case above, the computational results for the flow condition that will be discussed more detailed in the next section are shown in Fig. 9 . The time-averaged lift and drag coefficients obtained from the DDES computations at  = 18° match the wind tunnel results very well. Again, the pitching moment predicted by CFD is too low by some margin. This underprediction was also observed in calculations by participants of the DPW and Vassberg et al. 11 attributed this offset to interference by the model support system, which causes a nose-up pitching moment. In repetition runs performed in the ETW campaign at higher Re it was observed that the incidence where the second step in the lift curve occurs shows some scattering. The test point at α = 18° examined here was therefore chosen to have some margin to this lift drop. This assures that in general the same separation topology is present, both in the simulation and the experiment, even though the primarily aspired α of 19° could not be reached in the tests because of massive vibration and shaking of the model and mounting at that high angles. Focusing on the most inboard section at η = 13.1%, the data show slight differences on the upper wing. Possible reasons for these differences are difficulties in predicting the horseshoe vortex correctly, which originates in the wingbelly-junction. The next section η = 28.3% shows a very good match of measured and calculated data except the pressure value at x/c = 0.3. In section η = 50.2%, first separation areas occur downstream of the shock system. The next two sections η = 60.3% and η = 72.7% show very good agreement with only minor deviations. Only in the most outboard section stronger deviations between numerical and experimental results can be observed. The strength of the shock seems to be overpredicted in the CFD simulations. Possible reasons are inaccuracies of wing deformation, which is most significant in the wing tip area. Fig. 11 depicts the wing pressure distribution for the low Mach number case examined. In general the timeaveraged simulation results compare well to the measurement data. In the outboard region from η = 50.2% onwards the suction side pressure is virtually a flat line, indicating massive flow separation at the leading edge. The pressure distribution changes further inboard, at η = 28.3% the chordwise distribution shows a slight slope. There is a more significant mismatch in the inboard region at η = 13.1%, especially near the leading edge. The computational results suggest a sharp suction peak, whereas the measurement data show a larger low pressure region that extends further downstream. At the innermost section the simulation may deviate due to the fuselage boundary layer grid which has a lower spatial resolution in the outer region compared to the refined mesh of the wake block. This suppresses the DDES mode near the fuselage wall, which in turn decreases the accuracy. The superiority of the hybrid RANS/LES approach over RANS in modeling the influence of the separated flow on the surface pressure is discussed in Waldmann, Gansel, Lutz and Krämer. 28 However, the present mesh was build up this way consciously to prevent difficulties with transition of cell types within the fuselage boundary layer as observed in previous simulations. 35 In contrast the pressure side data match very well at all stations. 
B. Separated Wake
After the comparisons discussed in the previous section have shown a good agreement of prediction and experiments in terms of global forces and wing Cp distributions, the focus of this section is on investigating separated wake regions for the same flow conditions. Owing to the TR-PIV measurements of the ESWI RP project, time-resolved measurements of velocity fields in particular regions are available and can be compared to numerical results. The x and z coordinates used in this section refer to coordinates in the plane of the PIV window centered on its origin. The x axis shows downstream along the wind tunnel centerline direction, whereas the z axis is angled at 21.63° with respect to the vertical. For each examined flow condition (cf. Table 1 ) wake measurements were performed for two different streamwise positions of the PIV windows. For the flow conditions considered in the present simulations, first evaluations of the PIV data were performed 23, 27 for planes defined in Table 2 . The plane positions and extents are visualized in Fig. 12 along with the CFD predicted wake in a section that contains the PIV plane. Starting with the high-speed case, Fig. 13 shows the normalized velocity components in the PIV plane. The two images on the left show time-averaged data, the two on the right show the root mean square of the streamwise velocity fluctuations. The first and third image show PIV data, whereas the second and fourth picture show CFD results for comparison. Both data sets in Fig. 13 are valid for a Mach number of M∞ = 0.85 and a Reynolds number of Re = 30M.
Again, the CFD data were obtained using the RSM AZDES model considering aeroelastic wing deformation as described in Sec. III.B.. For the calculation of the mean and the RMS values the entire set of 7650 PIV images was evaluated. There are some regions of the PIV planes with blanked contour values (see Fig. 13 between x = -32 mm and x = 0 mm). The blanking is introduced to exclude faulty velocity measurements, which occur due to poor seeding quality during the PIV tests. Due to changes of the PIV position during the test runs in order to improve image quality there is some uncertainty regarding the exact vertical position of the measurement window. Thus the CFD results have been evaluated at the nominal streamwise and spanwise coordinates, whereas the z direction was shifted in order to match the measured vertical wake position. The lower boundary of the wake was used as a marker for the shift.
At a first glance, the predicted velocity field (second image in Fig. 13 ) indicates a good qualitative agreement to the PIV results (first image). The position of the wake center is matched well; however, the predicted wake shows a slightly larger extent in vertical direction and smeared boundaries. This is confirmed by comparing the velocity deficits given in Fig. 14 for different streamwise positions within the PIV window. The streamwise velocity measured by PIV drops to a lower value in the wake center than in the CFD solution. The difference decreases further downstream. The velocity deficit predicted by the simulation has slightly larger extents in z direction. The comparison of root mean square values of the streamwise velocity shown in the third and fourth images of Fig. 13 reveal slightly higher fluctuation levels in the measurement. Also, the decrease of the RMS (Root Mean Square) values in streamwise direction is more noticeable in the PIV data than in the CFD results. For the low speed case a similar level of agreement between simulation and measurements results for the wake velocity field (Figs. 15 and 16 ). The extent and the shape of the wake reveal excellent agreement between the measurement and the DDES simulation, as shown in the first and second images in Fig. 15 . The velocity profiles in Fig. 16 confirm this observation. As in the high-speed case, the computational data tends to underestimate the magnitude of the streamwise velocity deficit. The RMS data in Fig. 15 show comparable levels of unsteadiness in measurement and simulation. The PIV results suggests the presence of two regions of high RMS levels, above and below the wake center found at approximately z = 10 mm. A similar behaviour can be observed in the DDES result. As seen in Fig. 12 the two regions of high fluctuation levels originate from the shear layers separating from the leading edge and the trailing edge respectively. The shift of the wake to smaller z values in the DDES with respect to the PIV measurement could stem from deficiencies of the prediction. But also a slight bending of the wake at that high incidence caused by the impact of the (slotted) wind tunnel walls may contribute to the differences. Unfortunately no surface pressure measurements are available at the HTP which could proof this assumption. Simulations including the wind tunnel walls and mounting can illuminate this in the future. 
V. Conclusion and Outlook
The present paper describes numerical and experimental studies on the unsteady, separated wake of the generic transport aircraft model CRM (Common Research Model) at low and high-speed stall conditions. The experiments were performed in the cryogenic wind tunnel ETW (European Transonic Windtunnel) in Cologne enabling tests for flight Reynolds and Mach numbers. The measurements are a part of the ESWI RP (European Strategic Wind Tunnels Improved Research Potential) project funded by the European Commission in the 7 th framework programme and the CRM wind tunnel model was provided by NASA. First of all, wing pressure distributions, forces and wing deformations were measured for a broad variety of inflow conditions along with pressure distributions along the wind tunnel walls to study wall interference effects. In this campaign also flow conditions were considered that were examined in the NASA NTF and 11 ft wind tunnels and have been used for code validation in the last NASA Drag Prediction Workshops. This enables the direct comparison of results obtained in different large transonic test facilities and conclusions on wind tunnel wall and support effects and their corrections. The focus of the ETW test campaign and of the present study was the characterization of the unsteady development of massively separated wing flow and its development towards the empennage. For the first time TR-PIV measurements with a high temporal resolution of 1 kHz were performed under cryogenic conditions for flight conditions. The measurements were performed by DLR (German Aerospace Center) who also developed the measuring system with contributions by ETW. The unsteady wake was measured in two different planes between wing and HTP aligned in inflow direction for both, low-speed (M∞ = 0.25, Re = 11.6 / 16.5M) and high-speed (M∞ = 0.85, Re = 19.8 / 30M) stall conditions. Hybrid RANS/LES simulations by means of the DLR TAU code have been performed for selected low-and highspeed stall conditions examined in the ETW test campaign. Dedicated case-adapted meshes were generated with adaptation to the local boundary layer height on wing and fuselage, structured hexahedral mesh blocks in the fuselage/wing and fuselage/HTP junctions and refined quasi-isotropic mesh blocks in the whole wake domain between wing and empennage. Aeroelastic wing deformation for the wind tunnel test conditions was considered based on scaled CFD-CSD calculations for the high-speed stall simulations that were performed prior to the experiments. Measured wing deformations were considered in the generation of the low-speed stall mesh. For the low-speed stall simulations a standard DDES simulation has been performed, whereas a novel DES variant denoted AZDES (Automated Zonal DES) was applied for the high-speed stall case. With the latter approach a preceding URANS calculation is used to determine the turbulence length scale as a basis to divide the flow domain into RANS and DES regimes. Comparison of measured and predicted time-averaged wing pressure distributions and aerodynamic coefficients showed a very good agreement but revealed that consideration of the whole support system in the simulations is advisable to further reduce remaining small differences.
First evaluations of the TR-PIV wake measurements were discussed in the present paper and compared to numerical results. It was shown that the chosen hybrid simulation approaches are capable to predict the time-averaged flow field and the magnitude of the turbulent fluctuations in good agreement with the experiments although the wake deficit was slightly under-predicted and smeared in the high Mach number case. A higher local resolution of the wake mesh should be considered here in future simulations to further reduce the numerical dissipation. The balance forces and wing pressure data are predicted even more exactly in the low-speed case. However, the prediction of the wake in terms of velocity minimum and width is very good. In contrast to the high Mach number case, where only one maximum of the turbulence kinetic energy can be observed in the wake profile, the low-speed case reveals two maxima in both, experiments and simulation. At the high angle of attack to independent shear layers develop at the edges of the wake flow. Currently, the TR-PIV measurement results are evaluated in more detail to provide further data for upcoming studies. The measurement data obtained in the ESWI RP project will be made public available to enable a broad research community the use for code validation purposes and studies on the complex flow physics of separated wakes.
